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Abstract
In this research proposes a listeners dis-fluencies prediction system, this implementation
suggests that stuttered speech identification and classification model. When the speaker produces a
stuttered speech, a listener can affect the dis-fluencies of speech. In this work addresses the visual
participant’s stuttered words and self-repairing classification model. The participants hear the
sentences spoken by a speaker who stuttered and some heard sentences are spoken by the same speaker
who produces the sentences without stuttering, in this scenario stuttered speech automatically repair by
proposed MFLOR machine learning model. Results simulated has more accuracy compared to previous
work; in this demonstration, the listeners can hear the processed speech. This work accomplished by
applying the magnitude prediction technique and filtration on the select address. The accuracy 98.99%,
sensitivity 92.34% and true positive rate 0.99 have increased, this work competes with existed methods.
Keywords: Stuttered speech, Mel-filter, lasso regression
1. Introduction:
Speech processing is a significant research area in every platform; speech signal has so many interruptions
like stutters, repetitions and interjections and passes. The listeners hesitate these problems; therefore, in
this research stuttered speech investigation had been performed. So, many methods are implemented but
stuttered speech disorders do not recover completely. Different filters like Butterworth filter,
Chebyshevfilter and adaptive Gaussian filters does not give the full accuracy and recall[1-3].

Figure 1: Speech sample
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Various conventional methods with optimization techniques had developed, but improvement is needed
for automation. Frequency bands and filtering are the essential key factors regarding speech analysis[3-6].
Finally stuttered speech is a significant parameter when understanding the speaker message. So, in this
work develop an adaptive Mel filter based lasso-regression machine learning technique for self-repairing
of a stuttered speech signal shown in fig 1.
2. Literature survey
Reference
No

Technique

[1]

Easy
location
elimination method

[2]

Partner localization method

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]
[7]

[8]

[9]
[10]

[11]

[12]

keypoints
disfluency This method easily extract stuttered
speech from the original speech

The filtration of original speech for
extracting the stutters is possible by
using localization method.
Information
maximization The deconvolution and neural networks
technique
can separate the disfluency from
speech.
Structured
treatment This approach can enhance the stuttered
complimentary method
speech and generate the original
samples.
Speech sample filtration method
The sequence of samples are filtered
and repaired, therefore generating the
original speech
Role assignment approach
This mechanism can solves the issues
of disfluency speech.
ERP modelling
This is an accurate segmentation and
filtration process from original speech
for separation of stutters
Guassianfilteration model
The combination of pre-processing and
filtration gives an accurate output of
speech samples.
Listener localization method
It is a combination of pre-processor and
classified.
Statistical evaluation method
In this method, machine learning
models are feature extracted and
classify the speech samples.
PCA method
In this method, principal component
analysis is used and extract stuttered
free speech.
Language comprehension method In
this
method,
language
comprehension and stuttered free
samples are differentiated.

The above all literature survey briefly explains the speech processing techniques and stuttered samples
analysis [15-18]. These methods do not solve the major issues of spear dependent models. So, in this
research work, unsupervised machine learning models are used to design a stuttered free recognition
system[19-24].
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Stuttered speech
Classification
Mel filter

Weights and trees classification

Lasso regression

Output
clear speech

Figure 2: Block diagram of Mel-LRML
Fig 2 explains about pre-processing and classification of stuttered speech preparing system. In this, Melfilter plays an essential role in any level of speech reorganization task. Any user can able to talk with their
own voice using audacity soft computing manner. Because of this signal spectral noise is emphasized;
therefore, the noise has been compensating the original speech signal. At this time, various filters are used
to train the speech signal, but existed methods have more limitations. Multiple filters such as FIR, IIR and
butter worth filters do not handle this type of stuttered speech noise signal. So, improvement is required; in
this work mel-filter with sharp coefficients are used to train the stuttered speech and gives the error-free
signal [25-28].
Mel-filter
The Mel-filter is an advanced speech processing filter,which can compute the parallel filter banks.The
accurate coefficients of Mel filter can adjustits filter value by autonomus manner, and this facility is not
present in any filter design.

Figure 3 Time-domain signal
Fig 3 explains that raw signal in the format of .wav file, which is processed for filtering stage. The
maximum amplitude of this signal is 1600mw with the time period of 3.5sec.
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“importnumpy import scipy.io.wavfile from scipy.fftpack import
dctsample_rate, signal =
scipy.io.wavfile.read('OSR_us_000_0010_8k.wav') # File
assumed to be in the same directory signal = signal[0:int(3.5 *
sample_rate)] # Keep the first 3.5 seconds”

To apply the emphasis process on a selected signal for amplifying low frequencies. The emphasis process
consists of following significant points. Which are illustrated below clearly.
➢ Frequency balancing for low magnitude frequencies.
➢ Fourier transforms numerical problem evaluation.
➢ Improve the signal to noise ratio.

“which can be easily implemented using the following line, where
typical values for the filter coefficient (αα) are 0.95 or
0.97, pre_emphasis = 0.97:
emphasized_signal = numpy.append(signal[0], signal[1:] pre_emphasis * signal[:-1])”

Figure 4: After free emphasis process.
Fig 4 demonstrates that Free emphasis process on real-time selected speech. This can remove the noise in
the original speech and repairs the stuttered speech.

Figure 5: Mel-filter scale
Fig 5 is the explanation of mel-filter output from the extracted structure speech sample, it is clearly
eliminated the stuttered speech in the signal.
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Figure 6: Normalized filter bank
After the filtration process, we can extract the refined signal with a normalized filter bank. It can easily
eliminate the remaining noise factors and stuttered in the signal. Fig 6 clearly analyze the normalized filter
bank with various instances of time [29-30].

Figure 7: Normalized Mel-filter coefficients.
Fig 7 describes after the sharpening of Mel-filter coefficients with efficient utilization. The clear picture of
coefficient normalization is to make the system accurate.
𝑦̂ = 𝑋𝑛𝑒𝑤 𝛽𝑃𝐿𝑆 ---(1)
𝛽𝑃𝐿𝑆 = 𝑊(𝑃𝑇 𝑊)−1 𝑄 𝑇 ---(2)
𝑦̂ = 𝛽̂0 + 𝑥1 𝛽̂1 + … + 𝑥𝑝 𝛽̂𝑝 ---(3)
2
𝛽̂𝐿𝐴𝑆𝑆𝑂 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝛽 𝑚𝑖𝑛‖𝑦 − ∑𝑝 𝑥𝑗 𝛽𝑗 ‖ ---(4)
𝑗=1

‖𝛽‖1≤𝑡---(5)
2
𝜆2
2
𝛽̂𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑡 = (1 + 𝑛 ) {𝑎𝑟𝑔𝛽 min‖𝜆 − ∑𝑝𝑗=1 𝑥𝑖 𝛽𝑗 ‖ + 𝜆1 ‖𝛽‖1 + 𝜆1 ‖𝛽‖2 }---(6)
From equation 1 to 6 are represents the lasso mathematical regression computations; these equations are
used to analyze the input speech signal.
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Figure 8: Lasso regression classification.
Fig 8 is a detailed explanation of the lasso regression model for classification. The input of this block
diagram is dataset and real-time samples. In this work at the pre-processing stage, Mel-filter is applied,
and for classification, we are applying the lasso net regression machine learning technique. At the output
stage, we attain the stuttered free speech samples.
3. Information
Tool: Matlab 2015b
Methods: adaptive Mel filter
Logistic regression with the runway scheduling algorithm
Input: stuttered speech samples
Output: repaired speech
Comparison with 3- existed methods
4. Results:
The proposed method with mellfiltering gives the stuttered free speech samples from the original signal. It
is an accurate method and solves the many issues of real-time applications.

Figure 9: Stuttered free speech signal.
As of fig 9 shows that the stuttered in the speech signal entirely eliminated by the proposed Mel-filter lasso
net regression model. This model simplifies the speaker-dependent applications.
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Table 1: Comparison of methods
Threshol SR
Repaired F1
precision
d
score
BPP
Value
0.5
3.94
2.22
49.78
0.9997
0.1
3.89
2.53
50.12
0.972
1.5
3.76
2.42
50.13
0.9123
2.0
3.24
2.62
49.99
0.9712
2.5
3.47
2.13
0.9831
53.12

efficiency
0.93
0.912
0.932
0.911
0.934

0.5
0.1
1.5
2.0
2.5

3.94
3.89
3.76
3.24
3.47

2.22
2.53
2.42
2.62
2.13

49.78
50.12
50.13
49.99
53.12

0.9997
0.972
0.9123
0.9712
0.9831

0.93
0.912
0.932
0.911
0.934

0.5
0.1
1.5
2.0
2.5

3.94
3.89
3.76
3.24
3.47

2.22
2.53
2.42
2.62
2.13

49.78
50.12
50.13
49.99
53.12

0.9997
0.972
0.9123
0.9712
0.9831

0.93
0.912
0.932
0.911
0.934

Table 1 is the dataset which is collected from the MNIST database and real-time samples. Using these
parameters calculate the accuracy, efficiency and throughput.

Data set 1
4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
Threshold

SR

Repaired BPP

precision

efficiency

Dataset 1

Figure 10: Dataset
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Fig 10 clearly explains about the available dataset and its performance measures. In this work the proposed
method achieves more improvement compared to existed methods.

Dataset2

Dataset 2

0

0.5

efficiency

1

1.5

precision

2

2.5

Repaired BPP

3
SR

3.5

4

4.5

Threshold Value

Figure 11: Dataset 2
4.5

Dataset 3

4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
Dataset

Series1

Threshold

SR

Series2

Repaired BPP

Series3

precision

Series4

efficiency

Series5

Figure 12: Dataset 3
The fig 11&12 briefly describes the performance measures of stuttered free speech signal. It is identified
that the proposed method achieves and outperforms the operations effectively.
5. Conclusion:
Stuttering speech disorders like repetition prolongation, interjection and pauses are the problems of
listeners who are faced by all age group people. In this research work presents a new approach for
detection of the stuttered speech signal and gives the solution for the same stuttered message. The previous
work with various filters provides the answer to the above problem. But accuracy and throughput are very
less. Therefore in this investigation, Mel filter with spectral coefficients as a pre-processing unit and
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runway scheduling logistic regression algorithm as a classifier. Because of pre-processing and
classification, the accuracy yields to 97.6% & 98.76% for dysfluent& fluent speech, respectively.
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